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This watch brought to you by Sekonda features a striking blue and red bezel,

SkyShop

This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought to you by
Sekonda. The matching watches feature a black dial with rose gold
coloured batons and a date. With stainless steel bracelets completing
the look, these watches are perfect for day or evening wear.
Water resistant to 50 metres and guaranteed for 2 years.

BHUTAN AIRLINES

Fly with us to the land of happiness

Welcome to our

Sky Shopping
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D

iscover the joy of Inflight Duty
Free shopping with Bhutan
Airlines’ Sky Shopping service.
We take pleasure in offering you an
array of Duty Free products from
world renowned luxury brands to
choose from and buy onboard your
flight. Please feel free to shop in the
sky and enjoy!
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Our Sky Shop selection includes
Fragrances, Cosmetics, Skin Care,
Jewellery, Watches, Accessories &
Liquor for all occasions, be it a lovely
gift for someone special or something
special for yourself.
Thank you for flying Bhutan Airlines,
and happy Sky Shopping.

Enjoy Your Flight!
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PAYMENT TERMS
Payment is only by cash in USD, INR, THB,
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Beauty Culture
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DUTY FREE

1. Lancôme

2. Lancôme

For the 1st time, our scientists unlock the new secret equation of skin’s youthful
appearance: the combination of 10 measurable clinical signs, not only visual but
also tactile. New Advanced Génifique today repairs and activates these 10 signs of
youth, day and night*. Enriched with a biotechnology derived ingredient, its new
patented formula is incredible to the touch. First results in just 7 days**.
* Percentage of improvement - Clinical study – 34 women – 8 weeks.
** Self-assessments – 34 women.

Seasonal changes, pollution and stresses of modern life may result in the feeling of
fragility on the skin surface (tight skin, tingling sensations, discomforts and may lead
to premature signs of aging. This dual concentrate soothes and reinforces your
sensitive skin and helps to protect against daily aggressors. The technology Two
formulas in one product, isolated from each other until first use to maintain their
freshness. At activation, the blue concentrate enriched with antioxidants
(Ferulic + Vitamin E) releases into the base to create a dual concentrate helping to
soothe sensitive skin and reduce the appearance of visible signs of aging.

Advanced Génifique Youth Activating Concentrate 50ml

US$

125

Advanced Génifique Sensitive 20ml

US$

81

3. Lancôme

4. Lancôme

Advanced Génifique Yeux Light Pearl 20ml

L’absolu Palette – Parisienne Chic

Our 1st eye illuminating serum inspired by gene science, Lancôme
introduces a reinforced formula for immediately visible effectiveness. A few
minutes massage a day to open up your eyes to the radiance of youth.* The
winning synergy of an eye-illuminating formula allied with a revolutionary
massaging applicator, to reduce eye bags and reach every recess of the eye
contour. Eyes look bigger and younger in just 1 month. Regain the radiant
power to capture the attention.
*Self-assessments ñ 50 women ñ 4 weeks

L’Absolu Palette – Parisienne Chic is an all-in-one, modern and generous palette, for an
easy make-up on-the-go. 8 eyeshadows, 3 lipsticks, mini mascara, eye pencil, compact
powder and blush in the palette allows you to create 4 easy & didactic looks on any
occasion and from day to night. It is your perfect travel make-up companion and the
perfect gift.

US$

81

US$

74
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Beauty Culture

DUTY FREE

5. L’Oreal

Look On The Go - Parisian Glamour
Color Riche Le Rouge - R513 Viva Red.
Color Riche L’extraordinaire – 201 Rose Symphony (Coral).
Color Riche Moist Matte - R517 Raspberry Syrup.

US$

45

6. L’Oreal

CC Balm Genius by Balm Caresse - Color Shades
Color Riche Cc Genius Trio 153g.
Cc Balm Genius Red 2.
Cc Balm Genius Cor 2.
Cc Balm Genius Pink 3.

US$

35

DUTY FREE

| BEAUTY CULTURE

Beauty Culture
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DUTY FREE

©2018 Revlon, Inc.

MORE COLOR. MORE CHOICES. MORE IMPACT.

7. Revlon®

Super LustrousTM Lip Cube
Indulge in captivating, luxurious colors with 9 of our bestselling shades of this iconic lipstick, all infused with mega-moisturizers for silky smooth and seductive
looking lips. Give the gift of love with this travel exclusive set. Shades- Blushed, Blushing Mauve, Champagne On Ice, Coffee Bean, Iced Amethyst, Love That Red,
Rum Raisin, Softsilver Rose, Wine With Everything (Pearl.)

US$

54

8

Beauty Culture
DUTY FREE

Beauty Culture
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DUTY FREE

8. Elizabeth Arden
Eye And Lip Beauty Perfection

29%
OFF

Eye and Lip Beauty Perfection Festive beauty is at your fingertips with
this perfect compact of eye and lip colour essentials from Elizabeth
Arden. This 9-piece set contains: 5 Elizabeth Arden Eye Shadows,
5.67g each Pearl Shimmer Slate Petal Pink Lilac Bronze and 4 Beautiful
Color Moisturizing Lipsticks, 3.4g each Coral Pearl Rose Pink Pink
Watermelon.

US$ 35

US$

25

Valid Till Stocks Last

9. Elizabeth Arden

26%
OFF

Green Tea Hand Cream Set (4 x 30ml)
From the lush, green world of Elizabeth Arden Green Tea comes a set of hand
creams for a refreshing, uplifting experience infused with moisturizing care.
Elizabeth Arden Green Tea Hand Cream energizes the body, excites the senses
and revives the spirit. Elizabeth Arden Green Tea Lavender Hand Cream
transports you to a place of peace and endless optimism, where purple waves
of lavender awaken your spirit and sweep your senses up and away. Elizabeth
Arden Green Tea Cherry Blossom Hand Cream exudes the sparkling femininity
of delicate pink petals while green tea flows throughout the fragrance. Elizabeth
Arden Green Tea Nectarine Blossom Hand Cream - a reminder of endless summer days, it is as refreshing and effervescent as it is flirty.

US$ 39

US$

29

Valid Till Stocks Last

10. Lip Smacker
Coca-Cola Airmail Tin

The authentic taste of your favourite beverage flavours in lip balms that are
as good for your lips as they taste. Fun and collectable tin box includes six Lip
Smackers; Coca-Cola Classic, Coca-Cola Vanilla, Coca-Cola Cherry, Sprite, Fanta
Orange and Fanta Strawberry. Travel refreshed with free sleeping mask that is
included in the box. The perfect gift for all those who loves lip balms.

US$

18
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Beauty Culture

DUTY FREE

New

11. Spa Treatment
HAS Stretch i Sheet

Deep moisturizing facial sheet mask for eye wrinkles and smile lines~
This facial sheet mask soaked in 110ml serum can be used daily. One box contains 30 sheets so you can apply it on your skin everyday as a special treatment.
Ingredients: Syn-Ake (a small synthetic peptide that helps reduce the appearance of wrinkles and laughter lines) improves skin elasticity. ②HAS (Human
Adipose-derived Stem cell) benefits in the regeneration of tissues and penetrates into every corner of the skin layer to bring back your smooth skin. ③6 kinds of
collagens and 5 kinds of hyaluronic acids help to create perfect skin hydration and barrier.

US$

65

Beauty Culture
DUTY FREE

New

12. Nursery

Cleansing Gel Set (50ml x 3)
These are Nursery series of amazing natural makeup remover gel which were
born in Japanese beauty Salon. The color and the aroma are made from a natural
botanical ingredient. It is just like a fruit jelly which effectively removes makeup, even
waterproof mascara in one step. This set consists of 3 types our variety --- Yuzu,
Lemon&Lime and Sakura, you can use those depending on mood in every day. This
is the best size for present and travel. Not include any artificial colors or fragrance.

US$

25

New

13. Nursery

Japanese Moist Face Mask (Sakura Sheet x 5)
This is a moisturizing mask with 3 types of natural cherry Blossoms essence. 3 types of hyaluronic acid and 3 types of collagen help your skin keep hydrated
and pomegranate, silk and peach leaves keep your skin smooth for woman. We wish the beauty of cherry Blossoms could be brought to the world. Not include
any artificial colors or fragrance.

US$

20
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Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

14. Lancôme
The Best Of Lancôme Fragrances
Inspired by the silhouette of the historical La Maison Lancôme, the very essence of Paris is captured in The Best of Lancôme Fragrances. An ideal gift for all,
featuring a collection of Lancôme signature fragrances: Miracle, Trésor, Hypnôse, Trésor in Love & La Vie Est Belle.

US$

57

15. Bvlgari

Women’s Gift Collection
Part of BVLGARI Travel Collection, the Women’s Gift Collection includes the most prestigious 5ml miniatures of BVLGARI’s feminine portfolio: the sophisticated
floral Omnia Amethyste, the radiant floral Omnia Crystalline and the new fresh and floral sparkling Omnia Pink Sapphire, in addition to the two latest seductive
and luminous fragrances Goldea The Roman Night and Rose Goldea. Perfect as a unique offer or multiple small gifts, the exclusive to Travel Retail miniatures are
individually packaged in boxes.

US$

66

13

14

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

16. Prada

Candy Gloss EDT 50ml
Prada Candy Gloss is a new expression of the Prada woman, where femininity is excessive yet tender, and where indulgence is always sophisticated. Juicy, sparkling and
intensely joyful: Prada Candy Gloss is a sensual sorbet, sweet as acid cherry and solar as the orange blossom. A fruity bouquet with hints of rose and musk.

US$

92

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

New

17. Chloé

Signature EDP 75ml
A sublime rose fragrance. At the heart of the Eau de Parfum, the Chloé rose: dazzling and delicate. A velvety bouquet interlacing floral notes of magnolia and
honeyed accents of amber. The luxurious pleated glass bottle is crowned with a silver plate and enlaced with the iconic beige ribbon. A new addictive way to
wear Chloé. Feminine. Natural. Chic.

US$

97
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DUTY FREE

DUTY FREE

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

18. Salvatore Ferragamo
Signorina In Fiore EDT 50ml

Fruity, juicy Nashi Pear Sorbet and Pomegranate infused with
graceful pale pink Cherry Blossom and romantic Jasmine petals. Melting into a tender trail of soft white musk and creamy
sandalwood. A fresh and joyful olfactory aura, like a flower
touched by the first rays of light. Because when in love, every
girl blossoms like a flower.

US$

59

19. Clinique

Best
Seller!

Happy Duo (2 x 30ml)
Travel Exclusive: A hint of citrus, a wealth of flowers, a mix of emotions. It makes Clinique
Happy one of the most winning fragrances ever. Double the happiness with this duo at a
special travel value. Wear it and be happy. Allergy Tested.

US$

32

20. My Burberry
EDT 50ml

Discover the joyful scent that captures the essence of a spring garden with blooming
rain-tipped flowers. The fresh interpretation of the original My Burberry scent is a bright
grand floral with top notes of sweet pea and lemon flower fused with a heart of peonies,
peach flower and freesia, rounded with delicate notes of rain-tipped Damask roses,
white moss and a touch of musk. The glass bottle reflects iconic details of the Burberry
trench coat in stone-coloured gabardine.

US$

59

17
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Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

B OMBSHELL
Our #1 fragrance
Confident. Glamorous.
Attitude in a bottle.

NO FILTER. I CAN & I WILL.
WATCH ME.

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

New

21. Victoria’s Secret

Bombshell – Floral EDP Spray 100ml
Sexy today. Sexy tomorrow. Sexy forever. A glamorous blend of
purple passion fruit, Shangri-la peony and vanilla orchid.

US$

New

22. Victoria’s Secret
Noir Tease for Women 100ml

This floral fruity fragrance has a blend of black vanilla, frozen
pear and blooming gardenia. Warm yet fresh, the notes amplify in
reaction to your body heat, so the fragrance blooms on skin. It’s
instantly addictive. And totally you.

US$

68

68

19

20

Fragrances For Her
DUTY FREE

New

23. Victoria’s Secret

24. Victoria’s Secret

Experience the luxury of fragrance. Refreshing formula is infused with
conditioning Aloe Vera and calming Chamomile. Spray on for a sexy
touch of scent.

Same fragrance, new better-than-ever formula—this fast-absorbing lotion offers
24 hours of rich hydration, nourishing skin with a light mix of red plum and freesia.

Fantasies Mist 250ml - Love Spell

US$

15

Fantasies Lotion - Pure Seduction 236ml

US$

18

Valid Till Stocks Last

25. Victoria’s Secret
Miniature Set (7.5ml x 3)

Our top selling scent and the Winner of the Fragrance Foundation Award is focused in this EDP set which includes 3 scents of 7.5 ml each in Bombshell (purple
passion fruit, Shangri-la peony and vanilla orchid), Bombshells in Bloom (pink freesia, water lily and red apple), and Bombshell Summer (grapefruit, black currant
and lily-of-the-valley). (Size 20 x 8.5 x 4 cm)

US$

39

Fragrances For Her

21

DUTY FREE

26. Charrier Parfumes
Pack France 42.5ml

The “Pack Charrier France” of charrier parfums, family perfumery established since
1888 in France near grasse, world capital of perfumes, includes 5 miniatures of
feminine eau de parfum, packaged in 5 individual boxes: “instead of giving one, give
five …”. This pack is composed with best fragrance from the South of France:
“croyance or” with floral scents for feminine woman, “Air De France” with floral and
woody scents for mysterious woman, “melissa” with green and floral scents for
modern woman, “gerine” with fruity and oriental scents for active woman and “sarine”
with floral and cypress scents for seductive woman. All these perfumes are made in
France with the best perfume ingredients. Total contains 42.5 ml.

US$

29

In 1963, Charrier Parfums had the idea to create the concept of the Gift sets of miniature perfumes.
In fact, there were many American boats in the gulf of Cannes, and the American Navies always asked to buy several
different perfumes in small size, to have a choice of the existing French perfumes, and to bring back home. We supplied
these customers first by gathering the small bottles in simple packaging. Then, due to the high demand, we decided to
create nice gift sets packaging containing an assortment of different perfume bottles: that was the birth of these gift sets.
50 years later, we keep on this production that we distribute in over 60 countries through perfumeries, department stores,
gift shops, duty free, airline...
In France, the country of fashion, we have a booth in the most famous French department store “Galeries Lafayette” and our
sets always recorded among the best seller perfumes. Year after year, we renew the sets, and we refresh our offer. Perfumes
contained in the sets represent a wide choice of traditional or fashion perfumes, with always a request: keeping the quality.
We also focus on producing eye-catching packaging, with a strong French image, that consumers can easily
recognize. All our perfumes are warranty 100 % MADE IN FRANCE

27. Charrier Parfumes
Romance De France 33.6ml

The gift set “Romance De France” of charrier parfums, family perfumery established since
1888 in France near grasse, world capital of perfumes, includes 3 miniatures of feminine
Eau De Parfum: “croyance or” with floral scents for ultra-feminine woman, “Air De France”
with floral and woody scents for mysterious woman and tendre folie with rose and fresh
scents for young lady. All these perfumes are made in France with the best perfume
ingredients and packed in a lovely french designed gift pack. Total contains 33.6 ml.

US$

19

Fragrances For Him & Her
DUTY FREE

28. Paco Rabanne
1 Million EDT 100ml

1 MILLION. The scent of success. Going for gold because decadence is thrilling. Not-so-gentle man. An intoxicating, powerful blend that starts out fresh and
moves onto a spicy leather accord. An arresting alchemy of full-on seduction.

US$

92

29. Paco Rabanne
Lady Million EDP 80ml

Lady MILLION. Diamond-bright because decadence is thrilling. A trail of white flowers awakens the skin with fresh notes and exudes an intimate woody warmth.

US$

110

23

24

Fragrances For Him
DUTY FREE

30. Giorgio Armani

Acqua Di Giò Pour Homme EDT 50ml Spray
Born from water, air and the sun, Acqua Di Giò Pour Homme is a fragrance
that bears the olfactory desire of today’s men: freshness, transparency and
lightness. It is the story of a strong, free, elegant and mysterious man.

US$

68

31. Clinique

Happy For Men 100ml
Cool. Crisp. A hit of citrus. A refreshing scent for men. Wear it and be happy. Allergy Tested.

US$

39

Fragrances For Him
DUTY FREE

32. Bvlgari

Men’s Gift Collection
Perfect as a unique offer or multiple small gifts, the exclusive to Travel Retail miniatures are individually packaged in boxes. This sophisticated masculine set
evokes Bulgari’s contemporary signature and emblematic charisma. Part of BVLGARI Travel Collection, the Men’s Gift Collection includes five prestigious 5ml
miniatures of BVLGARI’s masculine portfolio: the new dynamic and addictive fragrance AQVA POUR HOMME ATLANTIQVE, the famous and iconic AQVA POUR
HOMME and BLV POUR HOMME, the sensual oriental BVLGARI MAN IN BLACK and the fresh oriental BVLGARI MAN BLACK COLOGNE.

US$

59

33. Bvlgari
AQVA Miniatures

Perfect as a unique offer or multiple small gifts, the exclusive to Travel Retail miniatures sprays are individually packaged in boxes. This sophisticated masculine
set evokes Bulgari’s contemporary signature and emblematic charisma. Part of BVLGARI Travel Collection, the AQVA POUR HOMME Travel Collection includes
the three iconic AQVA EDT’s in their 15ml miniature spray versions: the aromatic aquatic AQVA POUR HOMME, the oceanic citrusy AQVA POUR HOMME
MARINE and the new dynamic and energizing AQVA POUR HOMME ATLANTIQVE.

US$

59
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Fragrances For Him
Her
DUTY FREE

Fragrances For Him
DUTY FREE

34. Prada

Luna Rossa Carbon EDT 50ml
Strong as the darkest rock, with the freshness of air, Prada Luna
Rossa brings together steam-distilled botanicals and synthetics in
a mineral-forward mix: metallic notes of Lavender, green Citrus of
Vert de Bergamote from Italy, radiant Wood of Patchouli and dry
Amber of Ambroxan.

US$

New

35. Jean Paul Gaultier
Le Mâle EDT 75ml

Jean Paul Gaultier pays tribute to a symbolic figure who has long been a
source of inspiration for him: the sailor. Le Mâle, as virile as it is sexy, is a
fragrance which offers a nonconformist view of masculinity… a reassuring
fragrance with an extremely modern trail. Lavender, evoking the familiar,
comforting scent of shaving soap, is enhanced by the sensuality of vanilla.

US$

67

71

27

28

Fragrances For Him
DUTY FREE

Fragrances For Him
DUTY FREE

New

36. Ralph Lauren
POLO Blue EDT 125ml

With Polo Blue, Ralph Lauren bottled the freedom of the blue sky, the energy of the open waters and an invigorating blast of fresh air. The scent is an exhilarating blend of melon, basil verbena and white suede, for the champion who lives life to the fullest.

US$

77

New

37. Ralph Lauren

World of POLO collection (EDT 15ml x 4)
Experience the Classic POLO or the Fresh Masculinity of POLO BLUE, enjoy the POLO BLACK sophisticated fragrance or the newest POLO RED spicy blend. It
is a unique opportunity to discover the Ralph Lauren masculine fragrance collection or to offer it to your beloved ones! It is also a light and convenient size for
traveling.

US$

60

29
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Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

DUTY FREE

Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

38. Hugo Boss
Pilot Gents’ Watch

Inspired from vintage and stylish casual pilot watches, this collection combines practicality and elegance in a unique, retro-looking way. Each watch is embedded
with a hand-written signature on the dial, adding a great deal of style to an already classy-looking watch. Comes with a two year international warranty.

US$

199

31

32

Time Pieces

DUTY FREE

37%
OFF

New

39. Montine

Gents Skeleton Watch
Classic gents watch with the unique skeleton design, giving you an insight to the inner workings of the watch. Silver case with black dial, complimented with a
black leather strap. Water resistant and comes with a two year international warranty. The essential fashion accessory.

US$ 125

US$

79

Valid Till Stocks Last

Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

40. Beverly Hills Polo Club
Ladies Watch

Stylish ladies BHPC watch. A stainless steel bezel with a unique crystal design on the
bezel. Mother of pearl dial with silver markings. The dial includes the famous BHPC
logo. Genuine red leather strap. Comes in a compact gift box and with a two
year international warranty.

US$

32

33

34

Time Pieces

DUTY FREE

New

41. Geoffrey Beene

Gents Watch (Gun Metallic Grey)
Be bold with the Geoffrey Beene Black Diamond Collection. This watch features a polished gunmetal tone case and bracelet with a faceted decagon bezel for a major reflective
impact. The dial combines hand set, faceted applied hour markers and two genuine black diamonds at the 12 and 6 o’clock positions totaling .02 carats. Equipped with a high
quality Japanese movement, this masculine watch will be sure to stand the tests of time. 2 year international warranty.

US$

85

Available from mid-Sep 2019 onwards

Time Pieces

35

DUTY FREE

New

42. Victoria

Hyde Mermaid Watch
This stunning watch from the Mermaid collection features a unique blue mother-ofpearl dial, rose gold-plated case, stainless-steel case back & high precision Japanese
quartz movement. The stunning premium, stainless-steel strap complements the
elegant look & feel – perfect gift or self-purchase. British Brand - 2 year Guarantee.

US$

99

43. Ellen Tracy

Elegance Collection Ladies Watch
The Elegance collection features a gold tone stainless steel, fully
self-adjustable mesh bracelet band, a faceted mirrored glass & a sunray
effect dial which features 12 crystal set index’s. This elegant timepiece
comes complete with a matching stylish crystal encrusted open hinge
bangle, the perfect combined accessory. Two year international warranty.

US$

49
FREE
GIFT

Crystal Encrusted Bangle

36 36
Time Pieces

TIME PIESES

DUTY FREE

44. Fierro

Allure Watch And Double Bangle Set
Show off your sophisticated style when you wear this expensive looking rose gold
plated watch, 3ATM water resistant, with high precision Japanese movement
quartz, and matched with eye-catching two bangles adorned with radiant crystals.
Wear this set with any ensemble from business casual to everyday wear for a
polished look.

US$

89

Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

45. Fervor

Elegante Watch And Jewellery Set
This captivating watch and jewelry set from FERVOR MONTRÉAL includes a gold plated watch (Japanese movement and splash resistant) bedecked with
crystal accents along with 2 pairs of earrings, a matching necklace and a size adjustable ring to compliment the look. All presented in an elegant black gift box
with an international warranty.

US$

99

37

38

Time Pieces

DUTY FREE

46. Sekonda

Gents And Ladies Watch Set
This contemporary ladies and gents dual gift set is brought to
you by Sekonda. The matching watches feature a black dial
with rose gold coloured batons and a date. With stainless steel
bracelets completing the look, these watches are perfect for day
or evening wear. Water resistant to 50m and guaranteed for Two
years.

US$

99

47. Sekonda
Gents Watch

This classic gent’s timepiece is brought to you from Sekonda. Features include a black
dial with full figures, batons and an outer minute track. Complemented by a black strap
and is guaranteed for two years.

US$

35

Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

New

48. Sekonda

Gents Watch - Blue Dial With Batons
This Sekonda gents watch features a blue dial with day/date and rubber strap. Water
resistant to 50m. 2 year guarantee.

US$

42

Available from mid-Sep 2019 onwards

49. Sekonda

Tree Of Life Design Watch
The Tree of Life Design is a symbolic emblem that has a varied meaning through different cultures
and times in history. Today, it is worn to show strength in love, life and family represented by its many
ever-growing branches.

US$

39

39

40

Time Pieces

DUTY FREE

New

50. Cristian Cole
His & Her Watch Set

Complete your look as a couple with Cristian Cole’s stunning His and Her watch
set.Modern looking watch casing in rose gold with brown leather strap.A little sparkle to her and simplicity for him, we have watches to show off your style together!

US$

New

51. Cristian Cole

Glittering Watch & Bangles Set
Finding matching accessories can be something of a nightmare for the modern
woman, but Cristian Cole has solved that problem with this glittering watch and
two bangles gift set.
The watch itself is a standalone head-turner, with its pearly white face offset by
a jewel encrusted case and with two stunning Jewellery-clasp closure bangles.
This sparkly duo will complement any evening gown or cocktail dress, enabling
her to shine on that next big occasion.

US$

59

59

Time Pieces
DUTY FREE

52. Black IceTM
Mens Watch

Lose yourself in your adventure but never lose your handle on the time. The Black Ice
Watch features a simple and accurate way to read 24-hour time highlighted by a large
40mm face. The Stainless-Steel case gives this modern time-piece a hardwearing finish.
Versatile overall styling makes this watch a great compliment to any look.

US$

35

53. Temptation
Festival Ladies watch

This sunny and feminine watch is your official good mood keeper! Gold plated bezel
and colorful braided strap. Adjustable size. 3ATM. Don’t resist this Temptation!

US$

29

41
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for her
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Sparkling Collection
42
DUTY FREE

DUTY FREE

Sparkling Collection

DUTY FREE

54. Swarovski
Dragon Pendant

Inspired by the legendary Chinese dragon, this fascinating pendant symbolizes power, strength and luck. The powerful Dragon, as also shown on the National
Flag of Bhutan, sparkles majestically with accents in clear crystal. Ruthenium plated and based on a fully cut golden shadow crystal, it represents good luck.
In-flight Exclusive.

US$

109

43

44 44
Sparkling Collection

SPARKLING COLLECTION

DUTY FREE

buckleylondon.com

55. Buckley London
Rose Gold Earrings Set of 8

This earring set features 8 fun styles in rose gold tone with shimmering crystals and smooth pearl, allowing you to transform your look multiple times.

US$

30

Sparkling Collection

DUTY FREE

40%
OFF

56. Buckley London
Sleek Sparkle Stacker Set

A beautiful and modern design, this sleek pendant and bangle set will effortlessly transform any outfit. Both pieces are plated in polished gold and finished with an
array of polished gold and crystal set rings, adding a touch of elegance. Pendant chain length: 16” plus 2” extender. Comes packaged in a Buckley London gift box.

US$ 99

US$

59

Valid Till Stocks Last

57. Pica Lela

“Flora” 18K Rose Gold Plated Bracelet With Cat’s Eye Stone And Clear Crystals
Inspired by Flora, the goddess of flowers in Roman mythology who symbolized for nature and springtime, this exquisite 18K rose-gold plated bracelet featuring
with cat’s eye crystal stones and clear crystals enchants you with its elegance and cuteness. Special gift for your loved ones and must-have graceful jewellery to
suit any special occasion! Complemented by a one year international warranty. Length of bracelet: 18cm

US$

39

45

46

Sparkling Collection
DUTY FREE

New

58.JOIA De Majora
Classic Stud Earring Set

Classic accent for any occasion. Three 8mm stud earrings in white
(vermeil), grey and black. Limited lifetime warranty.

US$

45

New

59. Toscow

Rose Gold Plated Mother Of Pearl Necklace
Lustrous mother of pearl butterfly is delicately hand crafted and set on pastel hued crystals against fashionable rose gold plating.
Adjustable length: 40-45cm

US$

59

Sparkling Collection

DUTY FREE

60. Pierre Cardin
Pearl Earring Set

Luxury collection of three statement peal earrings. Mix and match your outfit with
these three earrings in gold, rose gold and rhodium plate. 3 different options to
suit any occasion. All hypoallergenic and nickel release compliant. International
warranty.

US$

35

61. Vivaldi

8 Pieces Jewellery Set
A lovely gift; charming gold and rhodium plated jewellery set decorated with crystal stones. The 6 pairs of pierced earrings and 2 matching
pendants are all nickel free and presented in a luxury gift box. Length of the pendants is 41 cm with an extension part. Two years international guarantee.

US$

49

47

48

Sparkling Collection
DUTY FREE

62. Aeon

Adjustable Crystal Bracelet Trio
This stunning new set is the perfect way to wear Silver, Gold and Rose Gold colours. Each bracelet has a central bar encrusted with sparkling crystals, catching the light and
adding something special to your day. So striking you can wear one at a time for a classic look, or wear them all together, stack them up and be right on-trend. The friendship
style closing means the bracelets are very adjustable and will be a perfect fit for all wrist sizes. International one year guarantee. Presented in a gift box.

US$

39

63. Aura

Squared Crystal Necklace Set (Set Of Seven)
Set featuring 7 squared pendants featuring 6mm crystals from Swarovski® with a lustrous chain measuring 45cm. Colours include white, grey, pink, red, purple, blue and black.

US$

30

Sparkling Collection

DUTY FREE

New

64. Temptation
Majestic Necklace

Don’t resist this temptation! this beautiful necklace comes with a rose gold plated anchor chain, which features a mix of black and white enameled cat’s eye
stones and clear sparkling crystals. chain length: 40cm + 5cm extension.

US$

49

New

65. Genuine Lava
Bead Bracelet

A strand of volcanic lava beads, accented with silver toned rings and strung on a bohemian stretch bracelet for him.

US$

25

49
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15%
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66. Akita Electronics
iCapture

Enjoy handsfree HD recording of everything you see with these Bluetooth
enabled video recording sunglasses. Lightweight, shatter resistant frames with
UV protected lenses make them an ideal accessory for action and adventure.
Bluetooth functionality together with fully adjustable and detachable earphones
allows remote call answering and listening to music as you go! Also features a
built-in micro-SD card slot for expandable memory up to 32GB for hours of HD
quality video recording, talk-time and music playback. Comes with an 8GB
Micro-SD Card and one year international warranty.

US$ 159

US$

135

Valid Till Stocks Last

New

67. Akita Electronics
Digital Luggage Scale

Weigh your luggage before you check in and avoid excess luggage
fees with this high precision touch screen digital luggage scale that’s
easy to read. Fits in the palm of your hand and comes with a strong
and durable nylon strap that secures to the luggage offering the most
natural way to lift heavy bags. Weighs a maximum capacity of 50kg in
KG and/or LB and features an overload indicator and auto power off
function. Batteries and one year international manufacture warranty
included.

US$

22

51

52
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Accessory World
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DUTY FREE

68. Oaxis
Omni Band +

Keep track of your health and fitness with this ergonomically designed activity tracker that counts your steps and calories burnt and analyses your sleep
patterns. Doubles up as a watch, syncs wirelessly with your smartphone and features an easy to read OLED screen and ultra-long-life battery that provides over
2 months standby mode. Comes with 3 inter-changeable straps, charging cable and 1-year international manufacture warranty.

US$

52

69. Sudio

Tio Wireless Earphone
These earphones are so lightweight, you forget
you’re wearing them! They offer 6 hours continuous
play time, connect via Bluetooth 4.2 and give a well
balanced and high quality listening experience with
prominent bass. Includes 4 pairs of wing and ear tips
in varying sizes and a cable clip to keep your earphones right where they belong. 1 Year International
Warranty.

US$

55

54

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

New

70. FAZUP

Anti-Radiation Patch For Mobile Phones
Reduce your exposure to mobile phone radiation by up to 99%
with this new technology. Quick and easy application of this
discrete patch to the back to your phone instantly reduce the
electromagnetic radiation transmitted by your phone away from
your head and body keeping you continuously protected. Can
be placed under your existing case and used with your favourite
accessories. Scientifically tested and approved by accredited
laboratories for proven effectiveness. Each package includes 2
patches and a positioning system.

US$

60

Broad range of compatible mobile phones (with additional new models being added on a regular basis)
Apple: iPhone 3G/3GS, 4/4S, 5/5C/5S, 6/6S, 6+/6S+, SE, 7, 7+, 8, 8+, X Asus: Zenfone 3, 3 Max, 4 Max BlackBerry: Bold 9900, Classic, Curve 9320, 9720, Passport, Q5, Z10 HTC:
Desire 601 Huawei: Ascend G620S, GT3, Honor 5C, 5X, 6X, 7, 7 lite, 7X, 8, Mate 9, Mate 10 Pro, P7, P8, P8 lite, P8 lite 2017, P9, P9 lite, P10, P10 lite, P20, P 20 Pro, P Smart, Y5 II, Y6
2017 LG: G2, G3, G6, Nexus 4, Nexus 5, Optimus 2X Motorola: Moto G, Razr Nokia: Lumia 635, 650, 830, 920, N8 oneplus: 3, 5, 5T, 6 samsung: Galaxy A3, A5, A7, A8, J1, J2, J3,
J5 & J7, Galaxy Ace 1-4, Galaxy Alpha, Galaxy Core, Core 2, Core 4G, Core Plus & Core Prime, Galaxy Express & Express 2, Galaxy Fame, Galaxy Grand 2, Grand Plus & Grand Prime,
Galaxy Note 2, 3 & 4, 5, 8, Galaxy S, S2, S3, S3 mini, S4, S4 mini, S5, S5 mini, S6/S6 Edge/S6 Edge+, S7/S7 Edge, S8/S8+, S9/S9+, Note Edge, Galaxy Trend & Trend lite, Galaxy Trend 2 &
Trend 2 lite, Galaxy Y and Galaxy Young Sony: Xperia SP, XA1 Ultra, E5, M2, M4 Aqua, M5, Z3, Z3 Compact, Z5, Z5 Compact Wiko: Goa, Lenny & Lenny 3, Ozzy, Sunny, Sunset,
Sunset 2 Xiaomi: RedMI Note 3

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

71. Piece

Dual SIM Adapter
Avoid carrying two phones at the same time with this ultra light and
slim dual-SIM adaptor which connects to your primary phone via
Bluetooth to synch your contacts, calls and messages enabling you to
operate two numbers from one phone wherever you are.

US$

65

55

56

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

72. Travemall

High Performance (4.5A) Four-USB World Travel Adapter
High performance (4.5A) Travel Adapter features a universal outlet, 3 USB-A and the USB-C rapid
charging port to recharge up to 4 portable devices at the same time. Get connected in over 160
countries. Built-in sliding plugs and double fuses compartment design with 4 USB charging ports
(3 USB-A and USB Type-C port with 3A charging technology for recharging most Type C devices
and Macbook Air). Safely connects most electronic travel appliances including smartphones,
tablets, laptops. Power rating: 1320W at 220VAC or 660W at 110VAC. Perfect for travel. This is not a
transformer. Dimension 6.2 x 6.5 x 6.4 cm Weight 128 grams Materials: ABS

US$

49

Accessory World

57

DUTY FREE

New

73. Nanotek
4K Action Camera

The 4K Ultra HD action camera comes with a set of 19 accessories for the ultimate
outdoor experience being water resistant up to 30metres. Due to the 173° Ultra Wide
Angle, 6G Fish-eye camera setting you are able to capture amazing action wherever
you go. The content on the camera is easily to access due to the included HDMI cable.
19 Accessories include:
1 x Waterproof Case, 1 x Bicycle Stand, 1 x Base 1, 1 x Base 2, 1 x Fixed Base, 1 x Switch
Support 1, 1 x Switch Support 2, 1 x Switch Support 3 + plastic piece, 1 x Adapter, 1 x
Clip 1, 1 x Clip 2, 2 x Helmet Bases, 4 x Bandages, 1 x Battery, 2 x 3M Adhesive Tapes, 4
x Tethers, 1 x Wire Rope, 1 x Protective Backdoor, 1 x Lens Cloth

US$

99

74. Travemall

Switzerland Bluetooth Selfie Stick with LED Light-Compensation Lamp
This Bluetooth selfie-stick provides a 3 level LED light-compensation lamp and fill light that wirelessly take better selfies and captures every moment with more
natural light, perfect for night or indoor use. Extendable and foldable. The pole can be pulled out up to 84cm. The folded length is 18.5 cm which is easier to
carry. Rechargeable via USB. The mount at the top of the selfie stick can be positioned at any point through 270 ° angle enabling you to get the perfect distance
and angle, with a mirror that facilitates a better position for the photograph. Storage pouch and hanging strap are included. Dimension 3.9 x 18.5 x 4.7 cm Weight
180 grams Materials: ABS

US$

49

58

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

Health
manager

75. Beurer

Blood Pressure Monitor
Fully automatic blood pressure and pulse measurement on the wrist, XXL touchscreen,
2 x 60 memories for two separate users, arrhythmia detection (warning of possible heart
disturbance), morning and evening blood pressure average, automatic switch-off, date
and time, battery change indicator, incl. 2 x 1,5 V AAA batteries, storage box, three year
guarantee.

US$

99

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

76. Allroundo®

The All-In-One Charging Cable
allroundo®, the all-in-one charging cable, enables charging of all common mobile devices
such as smartphones and tablets. The adapters (Micro- USB, Lightning, 2x USB-C and
USB-A) provide the right connection and guarantee secure data transfer. Its compact
size makes allroundo® the perfect travel and everyday companion.

US$

39

59

60

Accessory World
DUTY FREE

New

77. Bübi

Collapsable Multi-Use Bottle
Not just a bottle for any beverage, its a multi-use container for all activities, which
you can roll up for easy storage. Use the bottle to boil water over a fire, as hot or cold
compress, store your valuables to keep them dry. With a clip carabiner to backpacks
or purses, BPA-Free, microbial free silicone material, easy to clean from the inside or in
the dishwasher, can be used in the microwave, puncture-proof - will not break when
dropped.

US$

32

Accessory World

61

DUTY FREE

78. True Utility
FixR 20 Tools in 1

Revolutionary Multitool in black coated stainless steel has the most useful array of tools possible.
Twist the rotating plate into position to use one of 20 tools.

US$

35
R

1. Quick Release Carabiner
2. Bottle Opener
3. Nail Cleaner
4. Large Flat Driver
5. Medium Flat Driver
6. Small Eyeglass Driver
7. Medium Phillips Driver
8. Small Phillips Driver
9. 14mm Spanner/Wrench
10. 12mm Spanner/Wrench

11. 10mm Spanner/Wrench
12. 8mm Spanner/Wrench
13. 6mm Spanner/Wrench
14. Bicycle Spoke Wrench
15. Sharp Cutting Blade
16. Wire Stripper
17. Measuring Ruler
18. Box Opener
19. Pry Bar
20. File

62
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79. Black IceTM

Ladies Burgundy Polarised Sunglasses
Be seen in the Latest contemporary lady’s fashion UV400 Polarised Sunglasses, wear them casually or to that formal occasion.
Meets Australian & New Zealand quality standards for sunglasses
and fashion spectacles (AS/NZS1067:2003). One year warranty.

US$

17

New

80. Black IceTM

Polarized Aviator Unisex Sunglasses
Unisex Aviator Style: Comfort fit arms, adjustable nosepiece,
quality spring hinges. UV400 polarised lenses protect eyes
from 99-100% of both UVA and UVB rays. Meets ASNZS 1067
.1-2016 standard. One year warranty.

US$

17

New

81. Black IceTM

Men’s Polarized Sunglasses
Comfort fit arms, adjustable nosepiece, quality spring hinges.
UV400 polarised lenses protect eyes from 99-100% of both
UVA and UVB rays. Meets ASNZS 1067 .1-2016 standard. One
year warranty.

US$

17

Children’s Gifts

63

DUTY FREE

82. BrainBox

6

On The Go - The World

Have fun discovering the world with the BrainBox On The Go - The World, and World Snap 2 in-1 quick
thinking, observation and memory game. Includes 20 BrainBox - The World cards, each featuring a different
country, showing its Capital, flag, borders and iconic images. Players look at the card while the timer runs,
turn the card over, roll the dice and answer the question matching the number they have rolled. Collect as
many cards as you can to win the game! Around the World Snap includes the names, capital cities, maps and
flags of 13 countries to be matched in an exciting game of snap or pairs.

US$

22

2
Games

1 or
more

8+

in one box

Players

Age

6

20 World Cards
52 Snap Cards

Educational

2
Games

1 or
more

in one box

Players

83. TD Kids

Time Teaching Watch

2
Games

1 or
more

in one box

Players

8+

50%
Age

20 World Cards
52 Snap Cards

Educational

OFF

Teach me Time Design! This funky blue aeroplane themed watch is the perfect first watch.
Help learn how to tell the time with fun activities and comes with a time teaching manual.
The set is completed by a matching aeroplane key ring. Comes in a gift box and with a two
year international warranty.

US$ 24

US$

12

Valid Till Stocks Last

84. KIDRIST
Blue

A fun and vibrant digital LCD watch featuring an ultra-light and adjustable silicone rubber
strap that is ideal for little wrists. Includes a 1 Year Manufacture Warranty.

US$

15

85. KIDRIST
Pink

A fun and vibrant digital LCD watch featuring an ultra-light and adjustable silicone rubber
strap that is ideal for little wrists. Includes a 1 Year Manufacture Warranty.

US$

15

New

6
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86. Johnnie Walker®
Blue Label™ 1L
Johnnie Walker® Blue Label™ is the ultimate Scotch,
created from the world’s rarest whiskies, each aged
until they reach the peak of perfection. Of the millions
of casks available, only a few develop the very distinctive flavors required for Johnnie Walker® Blue Label™.
Beautifully presented in a gold and blue gift box.

US$

170

87. Johnnie Walker®
Double Black™ 1L

A deeper, smokier and more intense whisky achieved
by expertly blending the more powerful, naturally
smoky west coast flavors with those matured in charred
oak casks. These flavors are harnessed together to
create an exceptional result. A bold new addition to the
Johnnie Walker® Black Label™ family.

US$

38

65

66

Liquor
DUTY FREE

88. Johnnie Walker®

89. Chivas Regal

Black Label™ 1L

12 Year Old Scotch Whisky 1L

Johnnie Walker® Black Label™ is an award-winning
premium 12-year-old Scotch that has been called
‘The Everest of Whiskies’ by whisky expert Jim
Murray. It is a deep and complex blend of over 40
different whiskies, with aromas of earthy smoke,
fresh and rich fruits and creamy vanilla. The world’s
best selling deluxe scotch whisky.

Chivas Regal 12 Year Old is created from skillfully selected
whiskies each aged for a minimum of 12 years. This
honeyed flavour whisky of unsurpassed smoothness and
quality is blended with high proportion of Strathisla malts.

US$

33

US$ 38

US$

37

Liquor
DUTY FREE

90. Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Whiskey 1L

Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Whiskey, from
America’s oldest registered distillery, is
charcoal mellowed for a uniquely smooth
character and flavour.

US$

33

91. Jack Daniel’s
Tennessee Honey 1L

Jack Daniel’s Tennessee Honey is best described as a
little bit of honey and a whole lot of Jack. It is a blend
of Jack Daniel’s classic Old No. 7 charcoal-mellowed
Tennessee Whiskey and the finest honey liqueur.
The result is unmistakably Jack Daniel’s but with the
sweet, rich honey taste for a totally new Jack Daniel’s
experience.

US$

34

67

68
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92. Johnnie Walker®

93. Johnnie Walker®

Johnnie Walker® Black Label™ is the No.1 selling
deluxe Blended Scotch Whisky in the world. Its
complex layers of taste are created by blending more
than 40 of the finest malt and grain whiskies. It is a
masterpiece of blending craftsmanship.

Johnnie Walker® Red Label™ is our Pioneer Blend,
the one that introduced our whisky to the world.
Highly versatile and with universal appeal, it has
a bold, distinctive flavor that shines through even
when mixed.

Black Label™ 75cl

US$

28

Red Label™ 75cl

US$

17

YOUR DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES
THE DUTY FREE ALLOWANCES ARE PROVIDED AS A GUIDELINE AND ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

BHUTAN

Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml of Perfumes)

BANGKOK

Spirits (1 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)

INDIA

Spirits (2 litre of spirits)
Perfumes (60ml)

NEPAL

Spirits (1 litre of spirits; 250G cigarettes)
Perfumes (Reasonable Quantity)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
n
n

All products carry a 100% guarantee of authenticity.
Some items may not be available due to space limitations. Should a product of your choice not be available, please accept our
apologies.

Transit passengers will have restrictions on the carriage of liquids; aerosols and or gels (LAG’s) due to airport security reasons.
Regulations differ from airport to airport. As such, it is advised to check with our cabin crew for further information.

REFUND OR REPLACEMENT SERVICE AND POLICIES
Please note that refunds/replacements can only be made if it applies to the conditions below:
-

-

-

Defective items must be returned for replacement only if prior notification has been given within 48 hours of
purchase.
Defective items must be returned in its original condition, unworn or unused and in its original packaging with the
sales receipt or all related traveling documents (e.g. boarding pass, copy of e-ticket receipt) to Bhutan Airlines.
Upon safe receipt of returned goods, we can issue a refund or a replacement.
Replacement of goods will be mailed directly to customer’s address and will include any incurred postage cost.

Bhutan Airlines will not accept items which have been damaged due to abuse, misuse, accidents, alterations or
appear to have been used. Dutiable items may not be replaced due to local customs regulations. These
may include
tobacco products, fragrances and cosmetics.

-

-

-

Bhutan Airlines will refund money only if there is no stock of the items to be replaced.
No refund will be made for liquids, aerosols or gels (LAG’s) that are confiscated by the airport security at LAG’s
affected airports.

Please direct your inquiries to the address below.
Ugyen Namgyel
Dy. General Manager Duty Free Services
(Tashi Air Pvt. Ltd)
Paro International Airport
Paro, Bhutan
Mobile No: +975-77111425
E: ugyen.namgyel@bhutanairlines.bt

